MOUNT STREET IDENTIFICATION SIGNS AT 90 DEGREE ANGLES ON TOP OF EACH OTHER. ID SIGNS TO HAVE 100mm LETTERS ON COLLECTOR AND RESIDENTIAL STREETS AND 150mm LETTERS ABBUTTING ARTERIAL ROADWAYS.

WHENEVER POSSIBLE MOUNT SIGNS ON EXISTING LIGHT POSTS.

LOCAL RESIDENTIAL STREET

LOCAL RESIDENTIAL STREET

COLLECTOR STREET

WHERE PRACTICAL MOUNT STREET NAME SIGNS AS FOLLOWS:
1) ON A STREET LIGHT STANDARD AT THE INTERSECTION;
2) ON THE TOP OF A YIELD OR STOP SIGN POST AT THE INTERSECTION; OR
3) ON A SEPARATE POST ONLY IF THE ABOVE 2 LOCATIONS ARE NOT SUITABLE.
RURAL/INDUSTRIAL

WHEN MOUNTING TO CONCRETE ANCHOR WITH 4-12mm HILTI ANCHORS, POST TO BE WELDED TO 250x250

MEDIAN/CONCRETE DETAIL

INTERSECTION DETAIL

47mm (1-7/8") O.D. SCH. 40 PIPE

47mm (2") O.D. SCH. 40 PIPE MIN. 750mm DEPTH

STREET NAME

SIGN

Leaves base & base sleeve 2-3 bolt holes above ground level

"Lap-splice" break away system

"2 pound" 11 gauge post

3.0m Minimum

2.1m - 2.5m

1.0m

600mm

3/8"

"Lap-splice" break away

NOTE: QUICKFIX BASES ARE REQUIRED ON ARTERIAL AND MAJOR COLLECTOR ROADS ONLY.
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<td>RP</td>
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NOTE RE SIGNS:
RA-3 FOR SCHOOL CROSSWALK
RA-4 FOR PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK

NOTE RE LOCATIONS: CROSSWALK TYPES ABOVE ARE NOT PERMITTED AT MID-BLOCK LOCATIONS
AT MID-BLOCK LOCATIONS - ALL ROADWAY CLASSIFICATIONS
AT UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS - ARTERIAL ROADWAYS
AS WARRANTED.

AT RAMP LOCATIONS
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ZEBRA PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK
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